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Umsatzsteuer-
Identifikationsnummer
:
DE 143 450 657

Heidolph® Hei-PLATE Mix'n'Heat Core+Ø145 --
EU cable €894.00

plus VAT &
Shipping
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Description

Stirring and heating with Pt1000 - Simple and precise heating PLATE Mix 'n' Heat Core+ is the classic among magnetic
stirrers. It enables users to stir gently up to 1,400 rpm and also to heat - with a high degree of precision - up to a
temperature of 300 °C. In addition, it impresses with its robust design and sophisticated functionalities, such as its
button and knob illumination, which provides information about active functions at all times. The dynamic rotary knobs
respond to the speed of rotation - slow for precise setting, or fast for larger jumps. The lock function protects against
accidental adjustment of the values. This is exactly what "research made easy!" means This magnetic stirrer is
equipped with the most important safety features. The large safety distance between the heating plate and the control
panel, as well as the optical residual heat warning at temperatures 50 °C protect against burns. A carrying aid on the
underside ensures safe transport. The patented Kera-Disk ® surface made of anodized aluminum is chemical-
resistant, scratch-resistant and has a diameter of 145 mm (also available with 135 mm on request). Thus, with this
unique size, it is suitable for the use of many accessories and samples on a small footprint. The material used also
allows for the fastest heating times. For setting your desired temperature to the exact degree, the Hei-PLATE Mix 'n' Heat
Core+ magnetic stirrer offers you a digital display. Precise temperature control without overshoot is achieved via two
selectable heating modes (FAST/PRECISE) and the optional external Pt1000 temperature sensor.

Additional Information

No. BH-2737

Manufacturer (Brand) Heidolph

Transport temperature Room temperature
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